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Abstract

First-principle calculations are still a challenge since they require a great amount of
computational time. In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm to perform Orbital-
Free Density Functional Theory (OF-DFT) calculations. Our new algorithm focuses
computational efforts on important parts of the particle system, which, in the context
of Adaptively Restrained Particle Simulations (ARPS) allows us to accelerate particle
simulations.
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Reference simulation ARPS: r=4.10-2, f=5.10-2ARPS: r=4.10-5, f=5.10-5

RMSD = 19 pmRMSD = 7 pm
qMax = 241 pmqMax = 130 pm

Speed-up 3✕ Speed-up 11✕

0 20

row 1: Displacement from initial position (pm)

row 2: Deviation from reference position (pm)

Three simulations - Colored by displacement, then by relative deviation

First-principle simulation of an aluminum implantation. These pictures are the last frames
of a 160 fs simulation with different restraining dynamics. Particles are colored first depend-
ing on the displacement from their initial position, then depending on their deviation from
the reference simulation to highlight the position errors. This new first-principle interac-
tion model benefits from restraining dynamics by focusing calculations around the moving
particles.
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INTRODUCTION

Molecular simulation has become a major part of biology, crystallography and chemistry

over the last decades being able for example to predict protein structures1, crystal tensor

constraints2 or energy barriers in chemical reactions3. This ‘in silico’ chemistry either uses

empirical force fields parametrized to fit experiments or aims at modeling molecules through

Schrödinger equation, the first-principle methods, to explain and so predict all chemistry

at once. Quantum physics unfortunately miss mathematical methods to solve Schrödinger

equation, it can be solved analytically for cases with one particle in specific electrical fields,

but analytic resolution becomes impossible with more than two interacting particles and

computational methods have to be used4. One of the most popular ones is the Density

Functional Theory (DFT), with in particular the KS-DFT variant proposed by Kohn and

Sham5.

The KS-DFT success comes from its good trade-off between computational cost and

accuracy. The method is able to model moderately large systems –up to several hundreds of

atoms– with correct energies, bonds and molecular structures. Nonetheless, computational

costs become too high to model bigger systems –thousands of atoms– or for interactive first-

principle simulations. This is because the computation of non-interacting kinetic energy

requires orbitals which involves a search space of dimension 3n, n being the number of

orbitals considered.

A much faster first-principle method is the Orbital-Free Density Functional Theory. OF-

DFT is based on KS-DFT but does not use orbitals to compute the non-interacting kinetic

energy, using only the electron density2. This simple dependence increases greatly com-

putational speed. On the other hand, accuracy and portability are greatly decreased, for

example molecules and covalently bonded systems are not properly modeled6. OF-DFT has

nonetheless shown the ability to model metallic bonds like in aluminum2,7,8.

Even with OF-DFT, the computational cost is still too high for being used on large dy-

namic systems. Hence, we propose here to accelerate OF-DFT simulations by combining the

electron density calculation with Adaptively Restrained Particle Simulations (ARPS). ARPS

modify the system’s dynamic by freezing the movement of slowest particles9 which reduces
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the time needed to update forces in a simulation. ARPS have been originally developed for

pairwise force fields like Lennard-Jones interactions10, but has already been applied to first-

principles simulations11,12 and more recently, to the computation of long range interactions13.

A parallel version has also been developed14 and implemented in LAMMPS15. An implemen-

tation of the method is available on the SAMSON software platform at http://www.samson-

connect.net with several interaction models.

In section 1, we first explain ARPS, briefly recall the main ideas and equations behind

OF-DFT, then describe our new version of OF-DFT and how it can be combined with ARPS

by focusing the calculations on specific parts of the computational domain. In section 2 we

validate our method by comparing the energies we compute with those obtained from another

OF-DFT implementation (PROFESS), and measure the speedup achieved by our method

with two examples.

METHODOLOGY

Before we describe our method, we first introduce the molecular dynamics in which simula-

tions will take place, ARPS, then recall the main ideas and equations behind the OF-DFT.

Adaptively Restrained Particle Simulations

Adaptively Restrained Particle Simulations (ARPS) freeze the slowest particle movements

so that the number of moved particles at each time step decreases.

Briefly, ARPS manage the behavior of particles by using their kinetic energy K and 2

thresholds: εr, the fully-restrained threshold, and εf , the full-dynamics threshold. If K ≤ εr

the particle is inactive and its movement is totally restrained, if K ≥ εf the particle moves

freely. Between those two thresholds, when εr < K < εf , a C2 function permits a smooth

transition between the two states (fully restrained and not restrained). For details and

mathematical explanations, we refer the reader to9,10. The consequences on macroscopic

quantities of this restrained adaptive dynamic have been studied in16,17.

For pairwise interaction models like Lennard-Jones potential, ARPS make it possible

to update fewer forces. For others interaction models, incremental methods that compare
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the differences in positions between two consecutive time steps and adapt the computation

of forces in consequence can benefit from a reduction of the number of active (not fully

restrained) particles. Several incremental methods have been developed to compute first-

principle interactions11,12 or electrostatic interactions13. Other simulation methods that do

not update the positions of all particles, like Monte-Carlo Simulations18, also benefit from

incremental computation of forces and energies.

We have designed our new algorithm for OF-DFT calculations to benefit from such

simulations.

Orbital-Free Density Functional Theory

In theory, the computation of the electronic structure of a molecular system is done by finding

eigenvalues of the time-independent Schrödinger equation: Hψ = Eψ, with H the system’s

Hamiltonian, E its energy and ψ the wave-function. This equation can be solved analytically

only for the simplest of systems – one particle in some specific electric potentials – and quickly

becomes impossible numerically even for small systems – around 100 particles19,20 –. The first

possible simplification is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation that differentiates nuclei and

electrons behaviors. As the formers are thousands times heavier than the seconds, they are

considered fixed while the electronic structure relaxes to its stable state. In the Schrödinger

equation, E becomes the electronic energy, ψ the many-body electronic wave-function and H

the Hamiltonian of electrons immersed in the electrostatic potential created by fixed nuclei.

Another typical approximation is the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems21 on which DFT rely. The

first one states that one can write the energy of an electron cloud E as a functional of its

electron density ρ, the second one that the fundamental state of this electron cloud is the

one minimizing this functional.

System energy

From the aforementioned simplification and theorems, the total energy ETot of a molecular

system appears as the sum of the repulsive energy Eii between nuclei in position R and the

electrons energy E within the potential created by the nuclei:
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ETot[ρ,R] = E[ρ,R] + Eii[R] (1)

where Eii[R] is defined for a system of M atoms of charge (Ql)l∈J1,MK such as:

Eii[R] =
1

2

M∑
I=1

M∑
J=1
J 6=I

QIQJ

|RI −RJ|
(2)

As we are working under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the nuclei are considered

fixed while the electrons move. Thus, a dynamical simulation or a structural relaxation

consists in iterating the following steps:

1. Computation of ρ and E[ρ,R] with fixed nucleus positions R.

2. Computation of forces applied on nuclei.

3. Update of nuclei positions R.

In practice, most of the computational effort is spent on the estimation of ρ during step 1,

which is evaluated through the resolution of the constrained optimization problem detailed

below.

Constrained optimization problem

The computation of ρ is done through Hohenberg-Kohn second theorem: for every electron

density ρ(~r) of Qe electrons (
∫
ρ(r)dr = Qe), E[ρ] ≥ Eground, Eground being the ground state

energy. Thus, we find the ground state electron density ρ∗ by minimizing the functional E[ρ]

with respect to two constraints, the quantity of electrons is fixed:
∫
ρ(r)dr = Qe and ρ is a

positive variable: ∀r, ρ(r) ≥ 0. ρ∗ is the result of an optimization process:


ρ∗ = argmin(E[ρ])∫
ρ∗(r)dr = Qe

∀r, ρ∗(r) ≥ 0

(3)

To evaluate E[ρ] and its derivative with respect to the variable ρ, several schemes are

available. Among them we find the variants of Kohn-Sham DFT, with different functions
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basis like LCAO, GTO, STO5 or PAW22,23 and Orbital-Free DFT. Here, we propose to use

OF-DFT because of its computational efficiency and because it relies on local computations

that are convenient for the incremental scheme we want to apply.

OF-DFT Energy functional

Kohn-Sham-DFT requires the use of wave-functions to evaluate the electronic kinetic en-

ergy24. This usually involves a process of orbital orthogonalization to compute Kohn-Sham

orbitals5, which causes a computational time scaling in O(n3), if n is the number of orbitals

involved. On the contrary, OF-DFT scheme approximates E[ρ] based only on electron den-

sity. To describe the OF-DFT energy functionals and their derivatives, we use the names

and notations from the Carter group2. For a system of N nuclei at positions R = {Ri}i=1..N ,

the total electronic energy for OF-DFT is evaluated as

E[ρ,R] = Ts[ρ] + EH [ρ] + Eext[ρ,R] + EXC [ρ] (4)

with Ts the electronic kinetic energy (KEDF), EH the Hartree electronic repulsion energy,

Eext the interaction energy between electrons and the ambient electrostatic potential, and

EXC the exchange-correlation energy.

Electrostatic Energy

The first energy term driving the electron density is its interaction with the external

electrostatic potential Vext.

Eext[ρ] = −
∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)dr (5)

where Vext(r) is the potential created by all nuclei indexed by I ∈ J1,MK, at positions

RI . It may also contain the contribution due to an eventual external electrostatic field.

However, in the rest of this paper, we will assume that Eext only concerns the interaction

between nuclei and electrons.

Hartree Electronic Repulsion Energy

The second term is the electronic interaction which pushes away the electrons from one

another. In DFT, a simple Coulomb repulsion is used, since all the quantum effects of
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electron-electron interactions are hidden in the Exchange-Correlation term. Hence, the elec-

tronic interaction EH [ρ] is defined such that:

EH [ρ] =
1

2

∫ ∫
ρ(r′)ρ(r)

|r− r′|
dr′dr (6)

Let us introduce the Hartree Potential VH , representing the electric potential created by

electrons:

VH(r) =

∫
ρ(r′)

|r− r′|
dr′ (7)

Then, the Hartree Energy term can be rewritten as the interaction energy between the

electrons and the electric potential they create:

EH [ρ] =
1

2

∫
VH(r)ρ(r)dr (8)

Kinetic Energy Density Functional

The KEDF term Ts is the one that distinguishes OF-DFT from KS-DFT. Whereas the

KS-KEDF term takes orbitals as input, the OF-KEDF term is a functional of the electron

density ρ2. A simple way to evaluate KEDF it to use a linear combination of the two

following terms:

• The Thomas-Fermi functional TTF , which corresponds to the energy of a uniform

electron gas25:

TTF [ρ] = CTF

∫
ρ5/3(r)dr (9)

with CTF = 3
10

(3π2)
2
3

• The von Weizsäcker functional TvW , exact for a single orbital system26:

TvW [ρ] =

∫ √
ρ(r)

(
−1

2
∇2

)√
ρ(r)dr (10)

The classic scheme is a TF functional corrected by a vW functional, the TF − λvW

model of the form:

Ts = TTF + λTvW (11)

A more precise way to evaluate OF-DFT KEDF was proposed by Wang and Teter27, they

added a non-local third term to enforce the kinetic energy to respect the linear response of an
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electron gas28. Other non-local third terms have been developed29, among which the Wang-

Govind-Carter KE30,31 for a better stability of the optimization algorithm and the Huang-

Carter KE32 for better results on molecules, all based on the theoretical linear response of

the electron gas. The TF − λvW functional lacks of precision, missing the shell structures

and the exponential decay of densities2. Nonetheless, here we will keep the TF − λvW

KEDF. First because of the difficulties to calculate non-local KEDF on real-space with free

boundary conditions, we tried to adapt the method proposed here33,34 but the speed and

stability of our benchmarks were greatly reduced. Then because PROFESS predicts similar

structure for aluminum with WGC KE and TF-vW KE: a FCC crystal with shifts of 0.07

Å for the lattice constant and 0.5 eV/atom for the bulk energy, and FCC aluminum will be

our main system for benchmarks.

The aim of the OF-KEDF functional is to approximate the KS-KEDF, which is exact

in the case of non-interacting electrons. The rest of the kinetic energy is contained in the

Exchange-Correlation term, common to KS-DFT and OF-DFT.

Exchange-Correlation Energy

The exchange correlation (XC) energy is the term that holds all the quantum effects not

described in the other functionals. EXC can be formally defined by:

EXC [ρ] = T [ρ]− Ts[ρ] + Eee[ρ]− EH [ρ] (12)

where T [ρ] is the exact electronic kinetic energy and Eee the exact electron-electron inter-

action energy. Unfortunately, the exact exchange correlation energy form is unknown, so

we have to rely on Local Density Approximation (LDA) to evaluate EXC . More precise

approximations exist, for example Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA) that uses

local gradient of electron density35, but in OF-DFT the main cause of error comes from the

kinetic energy and the pseudo-potentials, not from the EXC so we keep the LDA. Thus, EXC

can be rewritten as:

EXC [ρ] =

∫
[εX(ρ(r)) + εC(ρ(r))]ρ(r)dr (13)

where
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εX(r) = −3

4

(
3

π
ρ(r)

) 1
3

(14)

εC(r) =

 a ln(rs) + b+ crs ln(rs) + drs , rs < 1

γ
1+β1

√
rs+β2rs

, rs ≥ 1
(15)

rs is the Wigner–Seitz radius: rs(ρ) =
(

3
4πρ

) 1
3
. Different implementations of OF-DFT

computation have been tested, either in Fourier space2 or in real-space with finite elements33

or with finite differences8. Fastest implementations, like PROFESS, use Fourier space. This

is because the computational bottleneck of real-space implementations are the resolutions of

the non-local kinetic energy and of the Hartree potential that are faster to compute through

Fourier space. However, Fourier space basis functions are not fit to benefit from a restrained

dynamical model. Thus, in our case, we proposed a new Real-Space and Finite-Differences

(RS-FD) OF-DFT method that is presented below.

Incremental OF-DFT

We describe here our method to speed up OF-DFT simulations. As the aim of our im-

plementation is to be incremental in order to take full advantage of Adaptively Restrained

Dynamics, we choose a Real-Space Finite-Differences (RSFD) scheme to keep the compu-

tations local. We first explain our RSFD implementation then describe how we update the

electron density in a dynamical simulation.

Numerical implementation

Real Space, Finite Difference scheme

The first step is to choose the basis in which the calculations are performed. Fastest OF-

DFT schemes use the Fourier space to evaluate a system’s electronic energy and compute the

electron density. Since in this Fourier space OF-DFT functional calculations scale linearly

with the space size, the global cost of an energy evaluation comes from the Fourier transform

required to go into Fourier space. With the Fast Fourier Transform method (FFT) this cost

is limited to [O(N ln(N)). Here, we do not use Fourier space since it involves basis functions
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having a global impact whereas we want to use local methods allowing to take advantage

of locally restrained particles. Hence we use a real space scheme. Real space methods

also present other advantages: they are well adapted to isolated system, can use arbitrary

boundary conditions and make computations easy to parallelize34,36. Thus every variables, ρ

and Vext among them, are computed on a discrete cell Ω with cubic nodes of side size h and

volume vh = h3. We call Nx, Ny and Nz the number of nodes on the x, y and z directions,

they are chosen so that Ω is large enough to encompass all the molecular system’s electrons.

Those nodes are indexed by integers i ∈ J1, NK with N = NxNyNz the total number of

nodes. The functionals ρ(r), χ(r), Vext(r) and VH(r) become ρ(i), χ(i), Vext(i) and VH(i),

the electron density, the external potential and the Hartree potential of node i. Similarly,

n(i) stands for the set of position inside node i and r(i) its center.

Augmented Lagrangian method

The second step is to tackle constraints. For the local constraint, we can compel ρ ≥ 0

with a substitution, for example ρ = χ2. Other substitutions such as ρ = eχ or ρ = χ4 were

tested and the conclusion was that ρ = χ2 is the most stable one2, for the von Weizsäcker

functional does not diverge for small values of ρ. For coherence, we also impose χ to stay

positive to prevent the von Weizsäcker functional from taking different values for the same

density ρ. The global constraint
∫
ρ = Qe is handled with an Augmented Lagrangian

method37, like in8. We define the Augmented Lagrangian as

LA[χ, λ, µ] = E[χ] +
µ

2
c2

Ω[χ,Qe]− λcΩ[χ,Qe] (16)

with cΩ[χ,Qe] =
∫

Ω
χ2(r)dr−Qe the equality function, µ the penalization parameter and

λ the lagrangian multiplier. The evaluation of λ is not done incrementally with the classical

Augmented Lagrangian formula for we have a more stable way to do it: when stabilized,

∇χLA[χ, λ, µ] = 0 and Qe = 0 (17)

which leads to:

∇χE[χ] = λ∇χcΩ[χ,Qe] = 2λχ (18)
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and

λ =
1

2Qe

∫
Ω

χ∇χE[χ]dr (19)

We consider the energy minimum is reached when the Augmented Lagrangian derivative

is below a tolerance threshold δ, ie. when |∇χLA[χ, λ, µ]| < δ. At each optimization in-

crement, the lagrangian multiplier is computed with formula 19, then a step is done in the

steepest descent direction of the Augmented Lagrangian, algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Augmented Lagrangian algorithm for OF-DFT

Input: Positions of M atoms

Output: an electron density with minimized energy ρm = argmin(E[ρ])

1 Initialization of the cell Ω

2 Computation of the external potential Vext on Ω

3 while |∇χLA[χ, λ, µ]| > δ do

4 VH(r)←
∫

Ω

χ2
k(r′)

|r−r′|dr
′ : update of the Hartree Potential

5 λ = 1
2Qe

∫
Ω
χ(r) δE[χ]

δχ
dr : update of the Lagrangian multiplier

6 ∂χk ← ∇χLA[χ, λ, µ] : compute the Lagrangian gradient

7 χk+1 ← abs(χk − γ∂χk) : perform a steepest descent step and take the

absolute value of the result

8 end

Discrete version of OF-DFT

In real space, with finite differences and with the new variable χ, our energy functionals

become:
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Eext[χ] =
∑

i∈J1,NK

−Vext(i)χ2(i)vh (20)

EH [χ] =
1

2

∑
i∈J1,NK

VH(i)χ2(i)vh (21)

TTF [χ] = CTF
∑

i∈J1,NK

χ10/3(i)vh (22)

TvW [χ] =
∑

i∈J1,NK

χ(i)

(
−1

2
∇2

)
χ(i)vh (23)

EXC [χ] =
∑

i∈J1,NK

χ2(i)(εX(χ2(i) + εC(χ2(i)))vh (24)

and, ∀i ∈ J1, NK, their derivatives with respect to χ can be written as:

∇χEext(i) = 2Vext(i)χ(i) (25)

∇χEH(i) = 2VH(i)χ(i) (26)

∇χTTF (i) = CTF
10

3
χ7/3(i) (27)

∇χTvW (i) = −∇2χ(i) (28)

∇χEXC(i) = µX(χ(i)) + µC(χ(i)) (29)

with

µX(χ(i)) = −
(

3

π
χ2(i)

) 1
3

(30)

µC(χ(i)) =

 (b− 1
3
a) + a ln(rs) + 1

3
(2d− c)rs + 2

3
crs ln(rs) , rs < 1

γ+ 7
6
γβ1
√
rs+ 4

3
γβ2rs

(1+β1
√
rs+β2rs)2

, rs ≥ 1
(31)

rs(i) =

(
3

4πχ2(i)

) 1
3

. (32)

Pseudo-potentials

Since core electrons are useless in the binding process between atoms, and since their

distribution is hard to depict because very sharp, we consider ρ accounts only for the valence

electrons, and Vext accounts for the potential created by the ions composed by nuclei and their
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core electrons: the pseudo-potential. To model the electrostatic field created by these ions,

we have chosen the Bulk-derived Local Pseudo-potentials (BLPSs) computed by the Carter

Group6,38–40 for they have been especially derived for OF-DFT. BLPSs are spherical and local

potentials, meaning that for a particle P at position RP , the electrical potential created at

r is written VP (r) = VBLPS(|r−RP |). This simplification does not change the form of OF-

DFT functionals. We approximate the potential value on node i, Vext(i) =
∫
r∈n(i)

Vext(r)dr,

with a Gauss-Legendre quadrature of degree three41.

Hartree potential

The Hartree Potential VH is not directly derived from its definition, but from the corre-

sponding Poisson equation. Hence, equation 7 becomes

4πρ = −∆VH (33)

with free boundary condition:

VH(r)→ 0 when |r| → +∞ (34)

The Poisson equation is solved with a conjugate gradient algorithm. To simulate the free

boundary conditions, two others cells are used: Ω2 and Ω3. Ω2 has the same center than

the cell Ω, but has nodes three times larger with the same number of nodes and the same

shape (same Nx, Ny and Nz), so is three times larger. Hence, a node of Ω2 has the same

size than 27 nodes of Ω. Ω3 follows the same principle: same center and shape, and nodes

three times larger than Ω2. Thus we have three cells centered at the same position, each one

encompassing the precedent like three Russian nesting dolls, see figure 1. VH is first solved

on the largest and coarsest cell Ω3, with the boundary condition VH(r) = Q0

|r−r0| , Q0 is the

total valence electron charge and r0 its barycenter. From this cell, the boundary conditions

are extracted for the cell Ω2 with a C1 interpolation and VH is solved on Ω2. The same

procedure is done between Ω2 and Ω, see algorithm 2.

Kinetic Energy

Several λ are proposed and justified in literature42–44. We have taken λ = 0.2 for energies

are more accurate on isolated molecular systems and it has already been chosen in another

implementation we want to compare to8.
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Algorithm 2: Electronic Hartree Potential Computation on Ω

Input: The Electronic Density ρ on Ω

Output: The Electronic Potential VH on Ω

1 Inject Electronic Density in Ω2

2 Inject Electronic Density in Ω3

3 Create Coulombic Boundary Conditions on Ω3’s border: ∀r ∈ ∂Ω3 , VH(r) = Q0

|r−r0|

4 Solve VH on Ω3

5 Extract VH boundary conditions for Ω2 from Ω3

6 Solve VH on Ω2

7 Extract VH boundary conditions for Ω from Ω2

8 Solve VH on Ω

Exchange-Correlation Potential

To compute our LDA XC Potential, we choose the parameters used by Perdew and

Zunger45: a = 0.0311, b = −0.048, c = 0.002, d = −0.0116, γ = −0.1423, β1 = 1.0529 and

β2 = 0.3334.

Now that we have methods to compute the four energies from the electron density, we

can compute the electronic structure of our atomic system.

Incremental update of the electron density

Incremental update pipeline

We consider a molecular system of M particles indexed by I ∈ J1,MK, at positions RI ,

of which we know ρ0 the electron density at time t0 given by OF-DFT. Lets imagine that

from this molecular system, the position of particle i changes by a small displacement d.

The simple approach to update the electron density is to modify the external potential Vext

created by this new set of positions:

Vext,t1(r) = Vext,t0(r)− VBLPS(|r−Ri|) + VBLPS(|r−Ri + d|) (35)

then optimize again the electron density on the whole space Ω, computing the Hartree

potential VH on Ω at each optimization increment. To sum up the classical density update:
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1. update of external potential Vext(r)

2. update of electron density ρ on the whole cell Ω

To speed up the computation, instead of computing ρ directly on all Ω, we first compute

an approximation of ρ only on a relevant part of Ω, a restrained area around the particle i

called ω, then compute ρ on all Ω to erase the errors. Hence the incremental pipeline:

1. update of external potential Vext(r)

2. restrained update of electron density on ω, a part of Ω

3. update of electron density on the whole cell Ω

We explain the new step, the restrained update, below.

Restrained Update

To perform the second step, the restrained update, we take into account that beyond

a distance rω from the particle, the displacement is not felt and electron density does not

change. In our model, this feature comes from the shapes of the two main potentials: for

|r| ≥ rω, Vext and VH are Coulomb potential:

∀r | |r−Ri| > rω : Vext(r) '
Qi

|r−Ri|
and VH(r) ' − Qi

|r−Ri|
(36)

with Qi the ionic charge, the amount of valence electrons, of the particle i, and so the

total electric potential is unchanged at the next time step:

∀r | |r−Ri| > rω : Vext,t1(r) + VH,t1(r) ' Vext,t0(r) + VH,t0(r) (37)

and the electron density stays the same. Hence, to update the electron density with a

minimum of computation, the space Ω is split in two complementary areas:

1. ω, the loose density sub-area on which everything is updated, close from the moved

particle.

2. the complementary of ω, Ω\ω, on which the electron density is frozen and we update

only the electric potentials VH and Vext.
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To discriminate between those two areas, we use rω and call it the loose density sub-area

radius, and define ω as a ball of radius rω centered on the particle i and ∂ω as the border

between the two areas:

ω = {r | r ∈ B(Ri, rω)} (38)

∂ω = {r | r ∈ S(Ri, rω)} (39)

If, instead of one, P particles have moved at time t1, the sub-area ω is the union of balls

of radius rω centered on the moved particles, and ∂ω its frontier in Ω:

w =

r | r ∈
⋃

I∈J1,P K

B(RI , rω)

 (40)

Before we update ρ on ω, the Hartree potential is updated approximately on the whole

space. To do so, we take an approximation V app
H (r) so that we can have

VH,t1(r) = VH,t0(r)− V
app
H (|r−RI |) + V app

H (|r−RI + d|) (41)

With VH,t1 an approximation of the Hartree potential at time t1. At long distance, for

|r−RI | ≥ rω, Hartree potential must equal the Coulomb potential. We chose the simplest

V app
H : a ”chopped Coulomb potential”, cut at a distance rH from the center:

V app
H (r) =

 −
QI

r
for r > rH

−QI

rH
for r ≤ rH

(42)

A small rH , for example 2 Bohrs like the characteristic size of the electron cloud, would be

a better approximation of the final result with a fully relaxed electron density, but letting the

Hartree potential follow the actual relaxing electron density is faster. Hence we choose a rH

slightly smaller than rω, so V app
H (r) = −QI

r
for r ≥ rω. Thus, VH,t1 is a precise approximation

of VH outside ω, and a wrong one inside.

Once Vext and VH have been respectively fully and partially updated, ρ and VH are

computed inside ω with Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂ω.

We call
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• Qω =
∫
ω
ρ∗(r)dr the electron quantity inside ω.

• Cω = {χ : R3 → R |
∫
ω
χ2(r)dr = Qω} the space of functions having Qω electrons

inside ω

• ωd the discrete version of ω, the set of indexes of nodes inside ω: i ∈ ωd ⇐⇒ r(i) ∈ ω

To describe fully the incremental update: algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Incremental OF-DFT update

Input: p atoms moved, the electron density of the previous step

Output: an electron density with minimized energy at the current step

1 Update of the external potential Vext on Ω;

2 Rough update of the Hartree potential VH on Ω;

/* Restrained Update */

3 while |∇χLA[χ, λ, µ]|ω| > δω do

4 VH(r)|ω ←
∫
ω

χ2
k(r′)

|r−r′|dr
′ : update the Hartree Potential on ω with Dirichlet

boundary conditions on ∂ω;

5 λω ← 1
2Qω

∫
ω
χ(r) δE[χ]

δχ
dr : update the local Lagrangian multiplier ;

6 ∂χk|ω ← ∇χLA[χ, λω, µ]|ω : compute the Lagrangian gradient on ω;

7 χk+1|ω ← abs(χk|ω − a∂χk|ω) : compute a new increment and project on χ ≥ 0 on

ω;

8 end

/* Global Update */

9 while |∇χLA[χ, λ, µ]| > δ do

10 VH(r)←
∫

Ω

χ2
k(r′)

|r−r′|dr
′ : update the Hartree Potential on Ω ;

11 λ← 1
2Q

∫
Ω
χ(r) δE[χ]

δχ
dr : update the local Lagrangian multiplier ;

12 ∂χk ← ∇χLA[χ, λω, µ]| : compute the Lagrangian gradient on Ω;

13 χk+1 ← abs(χk − a∂χk) : compute a new increment and project on χ ≥ 0 on Ω ;

14 end

To update VH(r)|ω the Conjugate-Gradient would have required to work with tables of

size N so we use the Gauss-Seidel method that allows to work with a table of size |ωd|. At
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equal size the performance is decreased, but we aim at system where ω is around 10% the

size of Ω.

We have a loose density sub-area ω whose volume depends on particles moved – their

number p and their positions Ri– and the radius rω. One of the goals of the following section

will be to show that the computational time to update the electron density on ω increases

with the sub-area’s volume and the number of particles moved.

RESULTS

In this section, we validate our OF-DFT implementation by comparing its predictions with

those of a Fourier space implementation: PROFESS2. Most of the tests are inspired by

other implementations, a Real-space Finite-Differences one8 and Real-Space Finite-Element

one33,46. Different Aluminum clusters energy are computed and compared with the one found

by PROFESS. Depending on the benchmark, we might compare the electronic energy E,

the total energy ETot = E + Eii, the total energy per atom Eat = ETot/M or the binding

energy εb = (ETot−
∑
Ej)/M with Ej the energy of the isolated jth atom. We then measure

the method’s performance and the speedup gained by an incremental update compared to

a global update. At last we test our method on a simulation of aluminum implantation.

For coherent comparisons, we have chosen TF − λvW kinetic energy with λ = 0.2 and the

BLPS given by PROFESS. Energy values found with PROFESS might be different in other

works8,34,46,47 for they use Goodwin-Needs-Heine (GNH) pseudo-potentials instead of BLPS.

Validation

Before measuring any computational time, we need to ensure our implementation gives

proper results. To do so we compute the electron densities and energies of different Aluminum

compounds like dimer Al2, trimer Al3 and Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) crystals of different

sizes and lattice constants. First, we study the dependencies of parameters like the margin

size of the computational domain, the spatial discretization and the Laplacian order used

for the computation of Hartree potential and vW kinetic energy. This will allow to choose a

proper set of parameters.
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Parameterization

We define the computational domain to encompass all electrons: a box that contains all

nuclei, plus a margin. As one can see in figure 2, if we take a thin node size h = 0.2

Bohrs and a high order (10th) Laplacian operator, our OF-DFT implementation computes

an electron cloud of a single aluminum ion that reaches 10−10 electrons per cubic Bohrs at

12.2 Bohrs from the nucleus. For safety we choose a margin of 15 Bohrs.

Then we choose a node size h and a Laplacian derivative order n. Here, again, the goal

is to find the best trade-offs between precision and efficiency. To do so, we first compute

the atomic energy of a 5× 5× 5 FCC Aluminum cluster of lattice parameter a = 8.0 Bohrs

for different h and n and compare it to the atomic energy found with PROFESS. Errors

are presented in figure 3. As one can see, the atomic energies errors computed with a 6th

or 10th order Laplacian are nearly the same and significantly smaller than with a 2nd order

Laplacian. We choose the 6th order Laplacian for the rest of the work, it is as precise as a

10th order Laplacian, and about 20 % faster. To measure the effect of the node size h on

the electrons energy precision, we have computed the hydrogen’s electron energy and the

Aluminum electrons energy for different node sizes, and with a 6th order Laplacian. The

electron’s hydrogen is interesting first because its energy is known : Eel = −0.5 Hartree,

and because it is alone and on a single orbital, hence it does not undergo Hartree repulsion

and the vW kinetic energy functional is exact. So with an adaptation of the functionals,

OF-DFT can retrieve the theoretical energy. For the aluminum atom electrons energy, we

have kept the OF-DFT functionals as described before.

Figure 4 presents the errors, in log scale, of the energy computed. On the left for the

hydrogen with an energy reference of Eel = −0.5 Hartree, the theoretical value, and on

the right the aluminum atom, with an energy reference of Eel = −2.104 Hartree, the value

computed with PROFESS. We observe first the dependence of error with respect to the

discretization refinement, then that we can achieve arbitrary precision by choosing a proper

grid node size. The choice of a grid node size for the future benchmarks and experiments

is a trade-off between precision and efficiency. We have chosen h = 0.5 Bohr and a 6th

order Laplacian because the computational times are reasonable (an hour for medium size
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systems, 1000 atoms) and they are common values in RS-FD implementations8. From

figure 4, we predict errors around one percent for electronic energies. The h = 0.5 Bohr

node size corresponds roughly to the 600 eV energy cut in Fourier space. For other tests

involving more computations, bigger step sizes will also considered (h = 0.7 Bohr).

Precision of the method

From the parameters proposed earlier, we show that our implementation computes correct

energies for aluminum systems. We use the same methodology as the one proposed in8:

The energies and equilibrium bond lengths of different aluminum clusters are computed and

compared with the ones found with PROFESS.

First, we compute binding energies and equilibrium bond lengths of aluminum dimer and

trimer. The results are presented in table 1. With the parameters used, we have a relative

error below 2% for the binding energy and around 1% for bond lengths.

We then compute the equilibrium lattice of different aluminum clusters: 1×1×1, 3×3×3

and 5×5×5 faces centered cubic (FCC) crystals of respectively M = 14, 172 and 666 atoms.

Their binding energy is computed for different lattices between a = 7.2 Bohrs and a = 8.4

Bohrs and the minimum is retrieved with a cubic regression. The binding energies and the

equilibrium bond lengths are compared in table 2, we also find a relative error below 2% for

the binding energies and below 1% for the equilibrium lattice.

Finally, we derive the bulk cohesive energy εcoh of FCC Aluminum with a lattice pa-

rameters a = 8 Bohrs from the binding energies of finite crystals of increasing size (M =

14, 172, 365, 666, 1099, 1688). The binding energy of a finite crystal equals the binding en-

ergy of the full periodic crystal – the bulk cohesive energy – plus shifts due to the atoms

on the sides, the edges, and the corners of the crystal. Hence, the binding energy εb can be

approximated as:

εb = εcoh + asidesM
− 1

3 + aedgeM
− 2

3 + acornerM
−1 (43)

In figure 5 we show εb(M
− 1

3 ) and its linear extrapolation. With our implementation,

we find εcoh = −2.437 eV/atom, just like the value given by PROFESS for a periodic FCC

crystal: εcoh = −2.437 eV/atom.
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Our implementation, with a grid node size of h = 0.5 Bohr, computes energies with errors

below 2% and bond lengths with errors below 1% compared to PROFESS. Those errors also

decrease with the refinement of h.

Now we investigate the computational time of an the electron density calculation and

update.

Performance

We evaluate here the performance of our method. First we stop on the Hartree potential

computation because the method is a new mix between two classical solutions. Then we

show and explain the speedup achieved by our OF-DFT method in dynamical simulation.

Hartree Potential computation

To be able to simulate free boundary conditions, and because we have decided to stay in

real space, we compute the Hartree potential with a method inspired by adaptive multi-grid

algorithms48 coupled with a conjugate-gradient relaxation. As explained in49, a full multi-

grid method has a complexity in O(N), a conjugate-gradient (CG) typically in O(N
5
4 ), and a

method coupling both would have a complexity in between. On figure 6, we have drawn the

computational time of the resolution of the Poisson equation of the same density, a Gaussian

curve, with different grid precision N . The convergence condition here is |er|2 < 10−8. When

using one core, we see appear the quasi linear complexity of CG method. For more cores, the

trend looks more linear because parallel computation overhead contribution is reduced with

the size of our domain. The computation time does not scale like efficient Poisson solvers,

FFT or block-cycle reduction50,51 but those methods are not suited to handle efficiently free

boundary conditions.

Though our pseudo multi-grid - Conjugate-Gradient method does not provide the best

performance, it allows to solve the free boundary conditions Poisson equation in an incre-

mental and local way, with an electron density represented directly on a mesh, with a correct

scalability with the domain size and a good scalability with the number of cores used. Faster

ways exist to solve the free boundary condition Poisson equation that deserves to be tested
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and compared with ours, for example the work52 is certainly more efficient and hence could be

the next step of this work, maybe with an adaptation for small electron density increments.

Speedup of the incremental update

This section is divided in two parts. We first look at the efficiency of the second step of the

incremental update, the restrained update. We then measure the speedup gained with the

entire incremental update.

For this, we first compute the electronic structure of a 6× 6× 6 FCC aluminum crystal

(M = 1099) with a margin of 15 Bohrs and a node size of 0.7 Bohrs then move p atoms,

randomly chosen, of 0.3 Å in a random direction. Thus we have a ”shaken” crystal whose

electron density needs to be updated. Two different updates are performed: a global one

done in a time t0, and an incremental one in a time t1. Both gives an atomic energy

E0
at. During the incremental update, we pause computations between the restrained update

and the global one to record the atomic energy E2
at and the computational time t2. For

this experiment p ∈ {1, 10, 100, 1000} and rω ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15}, in Bohrs, and for each

combination of p and rω is tested five times, with different atoms moved, to have statistically

significant measures of the errors and computational times.

We first look at the restrained update errors and update time differences, we compare

E2
at to E0

at and t2 to t0. After the second step, ρ has been updated only inside ω and VH has

been approximately updated outside ω.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of relative errors ∆E2
at =

∣∣∣E0
at−E2

at

E0
at

∣∣∣ when the loose density

sub-area radius rω increases. At rω = 4 Bohrs the errors reach 0.5% and for rω ≥ 8 Bohrs

they do not exceed 0.03%. The radial distribution of a lone aluminum atom’s electron cloud

is also drawn to emphasize that this limit of 8 Bohrs corresponds roughly to the distance

from the nucleus at which the atom’s effect on the global electron density vanishes.

In figures 8 and 9 are drawn the speedups t0
t2

with respect to rω and to the relative

volume of the loose density sub-area used for the incremental update v = |ω|
|Ω| , |ω| and |Ω|

being the volumes of respectively the loose density sub-area and of the whole area. On

this example, we have a maximum 700-fold speedup for (p, rω) = (1, 4), then the speedup

decreases as p or rω increases, until descending below a speedup of one: figure 8. A proper
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measure to estimate the update speed is the relative volume of ω: v = |ω|
|Ω| . The linear

regression between the relative restrained update time t2
t0

and the relative loose area volume

v gives t2
t0

= 2.01× v− 0.05 with a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.942, showing the relative

computational time is directly linked to the volume of the updated area. We have drawn in

figure 9 the data from our simulations and the linear regression between speedup and v. For

a relative volume above 0.5, a speedup cannot be guaranteed anymore.

We now study the computational time of the total incremental update. Speedup is

represented in figure 10, the dots are the five tests means and the vertical bars their standard

deviations. For rω ≤ 6 Bohrs, the speedup of the restrained update, figure 8, is lost because,

as the errors were important, figure 7, their correction takes more time. For rω ≥ 10 only few

optimization increments are required to correct errors and we find almost the same speedup

than with only the restrained update. Hence these bell-shaped curves with maxima for

rω = 8 Bohrs or rω = 10 Bohrs depending on the number of atoms moved. We here have a

maximum 20-fold speedup.

By splitting the update in three stages – potentials update, restrained update then global

update – we break the long process of moving the electron density increment by increment

and updating the corresponding Hartree potential on the whole computational domain at

each increment. The restrained update gives a proper approximation of ρ with a correct

loose density sub-area radius, and is fast when the domain is small, so when few particles

have moved. The global update corrects efficiently the small errors left by the restrained

update.

Aluminum implantation

In this last section we demonstrate the use of incremental density update for molecular

simulations.

We simulate an atom implantation on an aluminum plate, we aim to be representative of

doping by ion implantation53: atoms are thrown toward a plate, cross several layers before

being stopped and disrupt the crystal organization on their paths. The plate is an aluminum

FCC crystal of 1944 atoms (9×6×9) and the impactor an aluminum atom placed 5 Å above

the plate and thrown vertically toward it at 40 pm/fs. We chose a grid node size h = 1 Bohr
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and margins of 15 Bohrs around the complex plate-impactor. Before the simulation starts,

the plate geometry is relaxed to be at equilibrium. The implantation simulation is run with

time steps ∂t = 0.1 fs and four sets of restraining parameters (εr and εf ) to pinpoint their

effect on the accuracy and speed of the simulation. To check if the simulation diverged

from the reference, we follow the system’s kinetic and OF-DFT energies during the whole

implantation. During the simulation, the electron density is updated by an incremental

OF-DFT algorithm with rω = 10 Bohrs. The computer used for the simulation is a 20 Intel

Xeon E5-2680 2.80 GHz bi-core processors, 32 GB of RAM, Windows 10 64-bits OS. Every

computational step of the method has been parallelized with openMP54.

We want restraining parameters to freeze efficiently the plate at the beginning of the

simulation, for speedup, and to free all particles when the kinetic energy of the impactor will

have dissipated into the plate, for accuracy. As the impactor initial kinetic energy is around

230 eV and we have a bit less than 2000 atoms, we count 0.1 eV per atom if the energy is

equitably shared. We will test full-dynamics threshold of εf = 5.10−2 eV, εf = 5.10−3 eV

and εf = 5.10−5 eV with restrained-dynamic threshold εr = 0.8εf . We compare energies

and computational times of those three runs with the reference, a full-dynamic simulation:

εr = εf = 0 eV. Five frames of the implantation with εf = 5.10−3 eV are in figure 11.

They are colored first with their displacement then with their deviation from the reference

simulation.

In figure 12, we drew the representative energies of each implantation: on top the kinetic

and below the OF-DFT energy curves. We observe the energy curves shift away from the

reference sooner when the restraining parameters are higher. Those curves show we can sim-

ulate properly this implantation with a restrained dynamic and incremental density updates,

as long as restraining parameters are small enough (εf ≤ 0.005 eV).

As we saw in the previous sections, the update is divided in three stages: the update of

the ions potential and the approximate update of the Hartree potential, scaling in O(pN)

with a small pre-factor, the local density update, scaling in O(|ω|) ∼ O(p) and the global

update scaling in O(N). We hence record very fast step updates at the start of the simulation

when p and |ω| are still small, and slower step updates when the simulation goes on, as more

particles get disrupted and become active. The computational times of each time step have
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been recorded for the simulation with εf = 0.005 eV. They are drawn in figure 13 with respect

to the simulation time, and in figure 14 with respect to the number of active particles. The

simulation starts with computational time step of five seconds, with ∂t = 0.1 fs, it takes one

minute to compute one femtosecond of simulation. At the end of the simulation, t = 150

fs or p ≥ 200, computational time rose at 20 seconds per time step. For this example with

a full-dynamic simulation (εf = 0 eV) a time step takes around 120 seconds, including 90

seconds for the update of potentials, and around 20 minutes without using the incremental

update.

The overall update time achieved with this method is similar with what PROFESS does

with a plane-wave method. On the same computer using the 20 bi-cores and a Linux System,

with a similar grid node size, here a kinetic energy cutoff of 200 eV, a similar convergence cri-

teria and the same OF-DFT functional, the update of electron density of the first simulation,

when only one particle has moved, step takes five seconds and a full update, when all parti-

cles have moved, takes 15 seconds. It is important to first take into account PROFESS relies

on powerful C++ libraries like FFTW, LAPACK and Libxc that increase computational

speed, then to consider the dependency of the speedup on the number of active particle:

from the reference simulation εf = 0 eV, we achieve a five-fold speedup when less than 20%

of particles are active, and a twenty-fold speedup when less than 1% are.

By using our incremental update method and a restrained dynamic, we achieved a com-

putational speed comparable to PROFESS with the same restrained dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a new variant of the OF-DFT method. It relies on computations in

real space, allowing reevaluations of the electron density on specific fractions of the space.

Hence, this method can be combined with restrained dynamics methods for accelerating

simulations. We have conducted dynamical simulations of two thousands atoms based on

OF-DFT model in less than 5 hours. Although the speedup is promising, the method

presented still misses a proper computation in real space of kinetic energies that exhibit

better accuracy. The best choice would be a non-local KEDF like Wang-Teter or Wang-
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Govind-Carter functionals that can have accuracies close to KS-DFT in specific cases6, we

have tried a Density-Independent non-local KEDF with the method explained in33,34 but the

stability and speed of our implementation were greatly decreased so we chose to stay with

a TF − λvW KEDF. Another KEDF that keeps computations local has been tested in55,

it seems more adapted for real-space and incremental implementations of OF-DFT and is

among the next steps for our solver.
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Figure 1: Nesting of the three grid cells Ω, Ω2 and Ω3 that are used to compute the Hartree

Potential on the thin cell Ω. Lengths are tripled from Ω to Ω2 and from Ω2 to Ω3, but sizes

stays equal, here 5 × 5 × 5. The grids used to compute electron densities and their electric

potentials are usually bigger for example 100× 100× 100.

Figure 2: Radial electron density of a single Aluminum ion and its decimal logarithm. The

density vanishes below 10−10 e/Bohr3 for r = 12.2 Bohr.

Figure 3: Atomic Energy Error, log scale, of a 666 atoms Aluminum cluster with respect to

the spatial discretization h and the Laplacian order used for the computation of system’s

kinetic energy and Hartree potential. The reference Eat,0 = −2.15866 eV/atom is the atomic

energy computed with PROFESS. We observe a net jump in precision between the 2nd and

6th order Laplacian, respectively the circles and the triangles, hence the choice of a 6th order

Laplacian for the method.

Figure 4: Relative error, log scale, for the electronic energy calculation of a single atom

with respect to the grid node size h. On the left for the hydrogen atom with Eel,0 = −0.5

Hartree, the theoretical electronic energy, and with OF-DFT functionals adapted to a one-

electron system. On the right for the aluminum atom with Eel,0 = −2.104 Hartree, the

value computed with PROFESS. Our method achieves arbitrary precision with the proper

discretization, and with the aluminum atom, a one per cent precision for h = 0.5 Bohr.

Figure 5: Binding Energy of Aluminum FCC cluster of different sizes M , with respect to

M− 1
3 , and the linear extrapolation to M− 1

3 = 0 that gives the cohesive energy of a periodic

FCC Aluminum crystal. We find the same cohesive energy than PROFESS (εb = −2.437

eV/atom).

Figure 6: Wall-clock times of the Poisson solver used to compute Hartree potential. We

compute the potential created by the density guess used for one Aluminum atom, a Gaussian

function, at different grid sizes N . On one core, the complexity follows the one of Conjugate-

Gradient method, in O(N
5
4 ). On several cores the computational times exhibit an apparent

linear complexity surely due to the reduction of parallel computation overhead contribution.
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Figure 7: Relative error of a restrained update with respect to the loose density sub-area

radius rω, in Angström, and in gray the radial electron density of a lone aluminum atom.

Figure 8: Speedup, log scale, brought by a restrained update with respect to the loose density

sub-area radius rω, the colors are for the number of moved atoms p.

Figure 9: Speedup, log scale, brought by a restrained update with respect to the updated

sub-area’s volume ratio, v = |ω|
|Ω| , the colors are the number of moved atoms p. Also drawn

in black the linear regression of the inverse of the speedup and the Speedup ≥ 1 line below

which the restrained update is already slower than the global update. The time gained by

the restrained update, compared to the global update, is inversely proportional to the volume

updated.

Figure 10: Speedup brought by an incremental update – the three steps – compared to the

global update, with respect to the loose density area radius, rω, in color, the number of

moved atoms, p. The points are the means of the five measures, and the vertical bar their

standard deviations. Also drawn the line below which the incremental update is slower than

the global update.

Figure 11: Five frames of the aluminum implantation simulation, with restraining parameters

(εf , εr) = (0.005, 0.004) eV. The first lines is colored with the displacement of particles from

their initial position, the second with the deviation from the reference position, (εf = εr = 0

eV. The whole simulation took five hours on a 20-cores computer.

Figure 12: Energy curves recording the first 160 fs of the implantation simulation with

different restraining parameters. On top are drawn the kinetic energies and below the system

OF-DFT energies. The black curves are the reference ones in which all particles are active.

The red, blue and green ones have restraining parameters increasing and so proportions of

active particle decreasing. We observe the energy curves splitting away from the reference

sooner for the bigger restraining parameters (εf , εr) = (0.05, 0.04) eV.
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Figure 13: Time required to update electron density at a particular simulation time for the

implantation simulation with restraining parameters (εf , εr) = (0.005, 0.004) eV. The com-

putational times are decomposed in its three stages: update of potentials, restrained density

update, and global density update. We see the update time increases as the simulation goes

on for the number of active particles increases.

Figure 14: Time required to update electron density depending on the number of active

particles. The computational times are decomposed in its three stages: update of potentials,

restrained density update, and global density update. We see the update time increases as

the number of active particles increases.
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M
εb(eV/at)

error(%)
ae(Bohr)

error(%)
RS-FD PROFESS RS-FD PROFESS

Al2 -0.382 -0.384 0.52 5.09 5.07 0.39

Al3 -0.644 -0.649 0.77 5.25 5.18 1.3

Table 1: Binding Energy εb and equilibrium bond length Re for Al2 and Al3

M
εb(eV/at)

error(%)
ae(Bohr)

error(%)
RS-FD PROFESS RS-FD PROFESS

14 -1.326 -1.353 2.0 7.61 7.554 0.74

172 -1.949 -1.984 1.8 7.77 7.767 0.04

666 -2.158 -2.160 0.09 7.86 7.814 0.59

Table 2: Binding energy (εb) and equilibrium lattice constant (ae) for FCC clusters of M

Aluminum atoms
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